
Providers and staff work hard to optimize patient care in the office 
but it is hard to keep up that level of care after hours. 
ConnectOnCall is an innovative after-hours service that was 
designed by doctors for doctors to help improve after-hours care. 
Our 3 founding physicians were frustrated by traditional after-hours 
services. They wanted to create a simple, reliable solution which 
reduces time and frustration (for providers and staff), improves 
patient care, and reduces medical liability.patient care, and reduces medical liability.

ConnectOnCall with athena integration assists on-call providers with: up-to-date patient 
information, efficient ways to interact with patients and an easy way to document calls into 
the athenaClinicals® record. We also allow the creation/modification of patient cases and 
prescription refills, maximizing the benefits of our athena integration.

Secure. Simple. Reliable.
Make your after hours life more liveable.

Management, Ophthalmology
Clinic size: 10

Management, Pediatrics
Clinic size: 5

Management, Urology
Clinic size: 1

ConnectOnCall with athenaClinicals integration

“I have had ConnectOnCall for about 2 months 
now and it is working great. It is adding more 
efficiency to my pracce and is so much 
cheaper than my previous regular call center. It 
also logs the call directly in Athena. Medicine 
really needs technology for so many aspects for 
accuracy and documentaon. This is another 
exexample of it. It will do more for less cost and 
do it so much beer. I would definitely 
recommend this product.”

“ConnectOnCall is so user friendly, convenient 
and efficient! We don't know how we survived 
without it!! You will not regret your decision if 
you choose ConnectOnCall.”

“ConnectOnCall is a user friendly system that 
provides on-call integraon and chart 
documentaon seamlessly. The plaorm is 
excellent. Enough good cannot be said about 
product support and customer service. Highly 
recommend this vendor to enhance your 
pracce's on-call documentaon experience!”

Client Testimonials from the 
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